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ValJax Launches New Essential Oil Diffuser
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ValJax has announced the launch of a new aromatherapy essential oil
diffuser and humidifier on Amazon.

(Newswire.net -- May 24, 2017) Jacksonville, Florida -- ValJax has recently
announced the launch of a new aromatherapy essential oil diffuser on Amazon.
The diffuser joins ValJax’s existing line of aromatherapy oil diffusers.

Aromatherapy oil diffusers can make a gratifying, cooling addition to any room.
A diffuser allows any essential oil scent to be utilized to create a soothing and
refreshing atmosphere. Scents can be mixed to create a custom blend of
fragrances. The oil diffuser covers 320 square feet. This implies that an

essential oil diffuser can be used at home, or in an office.

ValJax’s oil diffuser has multiple color modes that allow the user to change colors according to their mood. The
aromatherapy oil diffuser can function for 8 hours before automatically shutting off. It is made with bamboo and glass
that can blend with any home, studio or office. The fine water mist that the diffuser unleashes gets rid of dry air which
causes breathing difficulties. The oil diffuser will assist to purify the air in the room and kill bacteria too.

ValJax is a firm that has innovative products that have found their way to the market. The firm works hard to meet
customer needs as they are unending. The Company creates products that meet the recommended standards. ValJax
has a wide array of products to offer to clients such as different types of showers, kitchen knives and bed pillows of
different makes and sizes. These products can be found on Amazon, who is the distributor of their products.
Customers have responded well with a good number of them leaving convincing reviews.

“This is one of the higher quality aromatherapy essential oil diffusers I now own,” said MGR, Amazon purchaser.” The
benefits of using this product are endless, so I use one just about everyday, in several rooms of my home. I like the
high quality materials used here, the glass and bamboo compliment any environment. The soft colors glow and are
quite soothing too. The diffuser or humidifier has been easy to use and keep clean. I like the auto shut off when the
water runs dry. Very nice product, would recommend it to anyone interested.”

The ValJax aromatherapy essential oil diffuser is a portable ultrasonic cool mist diffuser that silently unleashes small
particles of water into the atmosphere while ionizing essential oils for a nice aroma. The oil diffuser acts as a humidifier
by adding water particles into the air via adjustable mist modes. Dry air can lead to excessive cough, thus adding
moisture to air inside a room can assist with breathing issues. Breathing easier at night heightens the chances of a
restful night’s sleep.

The ValJax aromatherapy essential oil diffuser is used by people to cure illnesses such as headaches. The oil diffuser
is currently being sold on Amazon at $49.99.

About ValJax Partners II

ValJax offers many products that offer safety, comfort and convenience. They strive to provide each customer with the
highest standard quality products and customer service. They offer 100% satisfaction, money-back guarantee on all
their products. For more information, please contact ValJax representative, Steven Canyon.
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